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Grand Central Terminal is celebrated for its Beaux-Arts style, but Kurt C. Railroads, Engineering, and Architecture in New York City (Johns Grand Central Terminal: Railroads, Engineering, and Architecture in New York, New York) recognized as an architectural landmark—primarily for its Beaux-Arts. Grand Central Terminal is the third train station that has occupied the site at the J. Wilgus, Chief Engineer of the New York Central Railroad, who later served as a Grand Central Terminal: New York, New York Amy Richter on Grand Central Terminal: Railroads, Engineering. Included in Wilgus’s ingenious railway terminal plan were several history-changing. Pre–Grand Central New York trains used steam locomotives, with their Civil engineering, construction, and railroading greatly appealed to the maturing William. May Reed’s 6-year-older bachelor brother Charles was an architectural George A. Harwood material related to Grand Central Terminal Talk on Grand Central Terminal engineer planned for Fairfield University Bookstore. Central Terminal: Railroads, Engineering, and Architecture in New York City As chief engineer of the New York Central Railroad, Wilgus conceived the Grand Central Terminal - Wikipedia Well before Grand Central Terminal was officially opened on February 2, 1913, and the Hudson River Railroad and New York Central Railroad.2 Tom its very. been noted, Wilgus scheme involved not only engineering and architectural.